TEHTRIS Site’s Legal notice

The TEHTRIS Site is provided by TEHTRIS (hereinafter “Site”).

The Site is published by:

TEHTRIS, a company incorporated and existing under the laws of France (SARL) with a capital of 100 000 euros, whose registered office is at 13-15 rue Taitbout, 75009 Paris (France), registered with the Paris Trade and Companies Register under the number 521 474 445.

Phone: +33 (0)1 88 33 53 33.

Managing Editor: Laurent Oudot

Hosting:

OVH, a company incorporated and existing under the laws of France (SAS) whose registered office is 2 rue Kellermann 59100 Roubaix, registered with the Lilles Trade and Companies Register under the number 537 407 926.

Upon access to the Site, the user agrees to the following terms and conditions:

Jurisdictional provisions:

The Site and its content are created in accordance with rules applicable in France but although other users can access it, the Site and its content are intended for access and use by residents all over the world.

In the event of any discrepancy in the information between the French language version of TEHTRIS’ Internet site and the English language version of TEHTRIS’ Internet site, the French language version of TEHTRIS’ Internet site shall prevail.

The Site is created by TEHTRIS and the information contained herein aim to present you TEHTRIS’ activities. TEHTRIS reserves the right to amend the site’s content at any time without notice. TEHTRIS won’t be liable for any damage resulting from such changes.

Content:

TEHTRIS does not guarantee the accuracy or reliability of any information accessed from the Site. Information on this Site is provided for informational purposes only. Third party information and stock trading facilities provided on this Site are not intended for trading purposes. TEHTRIS is not liable for any errors, omissions, or delays in information provided by the site.

Accordingly, and with exception of serious or intentional negligence, TEHTRIS waives any liability for any damage resulting from inaccuracy of the information available on our Site or for any damage resulting from fraudulent intrusion by a third party on our Site with the intention to damage the interests or image of TEHTRIS, in particular by misrepresenting information placed on the site. TEHTRIS cannot be held liable for any damage or virus that could damage or render unusable your computer equipment following the visit to our site.

Links to other sites:

In order to facilitate access to other sites that could furnish additional information, TEHTRIS has inserted a number of links on its Site. However, TEHTRIS cannot be held liable for a third-party site that you access via our Site. TEHTRIS does not have a way of controlling the content of these third-party sites. External site may contain hyperlinks pointing to our site but in any way TEHTRIS has any control or approval of the content such links. TEHTRIS recommends the user to refer to the policies of the respective sites.

Intellectual Property:

All of the images, information in the broad sense of the term, trademarks, logos and domain names contained on the Site are the property of TEHTRIS or are the subject of an authorization. Any use in the form of partial or complete reproduction, modification, computer loading, misrepresentation, transmission or distribution of document or information contained on the Site is subject to TEHTRIS’ prior written consent, with the exception of a copy for private non-commercial use and subject to compliance with intellectual property rights and any other property right mentioned. The following words must be placed on a copy of all or part of the Site’s content as articles, contents with ©TEHTRIS or TEHTRIS All rights reserved according to the source of law. Any person violating the same shall expose himself to legal proceedings.

Data protection:

You can find TEHTRIS’ Privacy notice about your personal data’ processing at the bottom of the page, into « Privacy policy » link.